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By Janet Edwards

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Earth Girl, Janet Edwards,
A sensational YA science fiction debut from an exciting new British author. Jarra is stuck on Earth
while the rest of humanity portals around the universe. But can she prove to the norms that she's
more than just an Earth Girl? 2788. Only the handicapped live on Earth. While everyone else portals
between worlds, 18-year-old Jarra is among the one in a thousand people born with an immune
system that cannot survive on other planets. Sent to Earth at birth to save her life, she has been
abandoned by her parents. She can't travel to other worlds, but she can watch their vids, and she
knows all the jokes they make. She's an 'ape', a 'throwback', but this is one ape girl who won't give
in. Jarra invents a fake background for herself - as a normal child of Military parents - and joins a
class of norms that is on Earth to excavate the ruins of the old cities. When an ancient skyscraper
collapses, burying another research team, Jarra's role in their rescue puts her in the spotlight. No
hiding at back of class now. To make...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication accessible. It is writter in easy terms and not di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ana sta sia  K ihn-- Ana sta sia  K ihn

These sorts of ebook is the perfect publication accessible. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e ebook. I am very happy to
inform you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have study within my personal life and might be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Fa via n O 'K on-- Fa via n O 'K on
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